Abstract This work presents description and comparison of internal and state variable models of flow stress in varying processing conditions. Three models were analyzed. The first one is based on dislocation theory and describing the mechanical behavior of f.c.c. polycrystalline structures. The second and third models are standard and modified Sellars' flow stress models. Models were adapted for two commercial codes based on finite element method: QForm7 and Forge 2005. The compression test of 45 grade steel with instant changes of strain rate was simulated. Calculated compression force and flow stress were compared with the experimental data from plastometric tests. The forging process was simulated by QForm7. Results obtained by both internal and modified Sellars' models confirm their high accuracy for analysis and prediction of the flow stress under the varying deformation conditions.
Introduction
A proper description of the flow stress under varying conditions is particularly beneficial for computer simulation because the real processing conditions change continuously.
For example, the strain rate usually grows at the beginning of the process, then reaches a maximum value, maintains it for a certain period at approximately the same level, and finally decreases to zero at the end of the process. Furthermore, the deformation temperature does not remain constant. These changes of the deformation conditions occur constantly in various areas of the deformed body and with different intensity. It all leads to the conclusion that only those models that describe the real mechanical behavior of material under varying deformation conditions guarantee precise assessment and are suitable for computer simulation.
Most existing flow stress models, describing mechanical response of the deformed body, treat the deformation as a stationary process. Some of them consider only the current values of deformation parameters (strain, strain rate, temperature), and they are referred to as state variable models (SVM). Other models take into account the history of deformation, describe the internal state of the material, and use internal variables. Time is included into these models explicitly or implicitly, and these models are known as internal variables models.
For the SVMs, it is not critical in what way the strain rate or temperature is changing during the deformation; the determining factor is only the current values. Therefore, in SVMs, variations of deformation conditions lead to the instant changes of the flow stress.
The internal variables models (IVM) describe the flow stress as a continuous transient process, i.e., from the initial state to the final state. The final state is a stationary deformation process with a constant strain rate at a constant temperature and flow stress. There are well-known models developed by Kocks [1] , Roberts [2] , Yoshie et al. [3] , Bergstrom [4] , and Estrin and Mecking [5] , which use the dislocation density as an internal variable. These models are said to have an advantage when a non-stationary process takes place.
Kocks and Mecking [6] have shown that in most cases, one internal variable is sufficient to describe the flow stress for materials with the f.c.c. structure in the wide range of the strain rate and temperature. However, they also stated, that one internal variable allows to describe only a process with constant deformation conditions. Estrin et al. [7] , Roters et al. [8] , and van Houtte [9] came to the similar conclusion and proposed to introduce additional internal variables. Sandström and Langeborg [10] suggested using the distribution function instead of one value of the dislocation density. However, the main objective of the variable addition was not to take into account the varying deformation conditions, but the necessity of considering certain specific conditions. Introduction of the additional variables is connected with a more precise description of the deformation with considerable strain, changes of the deformation path, evolution of the dislocation structure, and texture or recrystallization.
The non-stationary deformation processes were considered on the basis of the IVM for example by Routcoueles et al. [11] and Ordon et al. [12] . These authors declared satisfactory results, but one cannot recognize them as appropriate enough.
The IVMs are represented by a differential equation or a system of two or three differential equations. In addition, they can be expanded by an independent equation of dislocation structures evolution, which is essentially a solution of another differential equation. All the models presented above [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] can be classified as additive models, because the effect of almost every element can be considered as an additional term of the sum.
However, multiplicative models have also been developed. Kocks and Mecking [6] argued that every transient is evidence for an internal state parameter that evolves towards its steady state under the given applied conditions. The existence of a transient upon a change in externally prescribed conditions calls for an additional internal state parameter. Kocks and Mecking [6] have given a physical explanation and have offered a way to resolve the problem of varying deformation conditions. Another solution was proposed by Estrin [13] . The two-internal-variable formulation was devised for this purpose. A more fundamental proposition was to consider them not additively, but multiplicatively.
Another multiplicative IVM was developed [14] and validated [15] by Svyetlichnyy in order to take into account the recrystallization process. The model demonstrates exceptional ability for a proper description evolution of the dislocation density not only during the deformation but also after it. Later, Svyetlichnyy et al. [16] extend the multiplicative model on varying deformation conditions. In the paper [16] , the results of experimental studies and theoretical analysis clearly show that the rheological model should be multiplicative. It is more important than the choice between one or more internal variable. A good prediction was achieved using multiplicative model for the analysis of the flow stresses of hot-compressed 45 grade steel. Model parameters were identified and verified based on the data of plastometric tests.
Presented paper is the continuation of the previous work. An objective is a model validation by finite element method (FEM) simulation. For this purpose, models were implemented into two commercial FEM codes, and plastometric tests were simulated.
Flow stress models
Three flow stress models were analyzed in the study. The first one is an internal variable model [16] based on dislocation theory and describing the mechanical behavior of f.c.c. polycrystalline structures. The second and third models are standard and modified Sellars' flow stress models.
Internal variable model
The model [16] is based on Taylor's dislocation theory [17] . In the model, the following equation describes the flow stress as a function of the general internal variable ρ av :
where: σ 0 -stress necessary to move the dislocation in the absence of other dislocations, α-constant, μ-shear modulus, b-magnitude of the Burgers vector, and ρ av -general internal variable (average dislocation density). The general internal variable ρ av is a product of three multipliers:
where: k ρ -factor, which takes into account the real deformation condition, ρ m -normalized dislocation density, and χ-fraction volume of the recrystallized grains. Normalized dislocation density ρ m can be calculated by using the following equation [16] :
where: u and r are the parameters, which depend on material; u is responsible for hardening and dynamic recovery, r-for static recovery. Equation (3) is discussed in detail elsewhere [16] . Factor k ρ is responsible for implementation into the model the real deformation conditions. Factor k ρ is a function of the temperature T and the strain rate ε : , and then it can be determined through the Zener-
When the deformation conditions are changed, factor k ρ is changed as well. Factor k ρ does not change its value instantly, but some deformation is required for transient process.
Therefore, factor k ρ can be described by the following differential equation:
where: ε v -characteristic strain for varying conditions. Fraction of recrystallization χ is calculated via extended volume V ex :
Model proposed by Sellars [18] or cellular automata [19] [20] [21] [22] could be used for calculation of the fraction of recrystallization χ. But it is calculated in the way proposed by Svyetlichnyy [14] . Four differential state equations are used for the extended volume V ex calculations. Thus, number of grains N v , extended size D ex , and area S ex of the grains should be calculated:
where: v N -nucleation rate, v-grain growth rate, N max -maximal number of grains in volume unit, and D max -maximal extended size of the grains.
State variable model (SVM)
The model developed by Davenport et al. [23] , which is based on Sellars and Tegart concept [24] , is taken as an example of such a SVM. The model is described by the following equation:
where: σ 0 , σ s -initial and saturated value of flow stress, ε rcharacteristic strain, and R x -term, which takes into account dynamic recrystallization. All these parameters of the materials (σ 0 , σ s , ε r , and R x ) are functions of the strain rate and temperatures. This model is described in details elsewhere [23] .
Recrystallization is taken into account according to the following expression:
where ε c -critical strain:
Z-Zener-Hollomon parameter with activation energy Q. The other parameters are as following:
Modified state variable model (mSVM)
To rebuild the SVM, in order to consider varying conditions, it is separated into two parts according to the papers [16] . The first one is independent or almost independent from deformation conditions (term in square brackets of Eq. (10)) and depends on the strain and characteristic strain, which may change in a narrow range. Another part introduces deformation conditions and depends on the strain rate and temperature. It consists of parameters σ 0 , σ s , and R x in Eq. (10). Deformation conditions apply to them. In the original model Eq. (10), the parameters are changed instantly according to current conditions without lag or delay. For proper accounting of the varying conditions, the parameters should be changed not instantly, but smoothly. Then, the three equations are added to the model. They are of the following form:
where index c defines parameters calculated according to Eqs. (11)- (13), parameters without index c consider varied conditions, and they are to be substituted into Eq. (10); and ε v -characteristic strain, the same for all the parameters. Such a modification introduces into the SVM three internal variables. Therefore, modified state variable model (mSVM) receives properties of IVM.
Models parameters for carbon steel of grade 45
Basic chemical composition of steel 45 is shown in Table 1 . Plastometric tests were carried out by using the Gleeble 3800 thermomechanical simulator under constant and varying deformation conditions. Conditions and results of the plastometric tests can be found in previous paper [16] . Based on experimental data, parameters of the three models were identified.
For IVM Eqs. (1-9), nucleation rate v N , grain growth rate v, maximal number of grains in unit volume N max , maximal extended size of the grains D max , and other parameters can be defined as following. For stress calculation σ Eq. (1):
For calculation of normalized dislocation density ρ m Eq. (3):
For calculation of factor k ρ Eq. (4): 
All parameters of the SVM and mSVM are collected in Table 2 .
Models implementation into FEM codes-verification
For models verification, they were implemented into the three FEM codes: QForm7®, Forge 2005, and a code developed in AGH (Poland) by Malinowski [25, 26] Plastometric compression test was the process in every simulation variant. Experimental data were obtained by using the Gleeble 3800 thermomechanical simulator. Description of the principles of experimental method of hot compression test with used Gleeble can be found elsewhere [27] . Cylindrical specimens with diameter of 10 mm and height of 12 mm were compressed under different conditions, which are described in detail in [16] . Two simulation series the same as real plastometric tests were fulfilled. The first series were carried out in constant deformation conditions at three different temperatures (800, 900, and 1000°C) and three different strain rates (0.1, 1.0, and 10 s ). The second series were done under varying deformation condition at constant temperature and instant changes of strain rate at different strain.
Firstly, simulations were carried out with the Malinowski's code. Simulation results of two models (IVM and Shida's [28] model) were compared with flow stress and compression force obtained in plastometric tests. IVM gave better results because parameters of IVM were identified exactly for this material. Those results are not presented in this paper in view of very limited application of Malinowski's code. More attention is paid to the commercial codes Forge 2005 and QForm 7.
The next numerical simulations of uniaxial compression test for steel of grade 45 was performed with use of commercial FE software Forge 2005 as a three-dimensional simulation. Specimen was thermally isolated from dies and air cooled on free surface. Process parameters are as follows: specimen height h = 12 mm, diameter d = 10 mm, die stroke Δh = 8 mm, and friction coefficient μ = 0.25. The friction law is based on the combined Coulomb and Treska friction laws. Heat transfer coefficient was selected from the Forge database and depends on temperature. The friction coefficient, friction factor, and heat transfer coefficient were given as input data in Forge for the process calculations (the values are defined in the input file). Two variants of flow stress were compared. The first one is the table representation. The table contains flow stress for different temperature, strain rate, and strain; commonly, there are several stress-strain curves for different deformation conditions. Nonlinear interpolation is used when deformation conditions are not equal to the table values. For simulation presented in the paper, the curves obtained by experimental tests on Gleeble were written into the table. It is the most effective kind of SVM, especially for the standard conditions. The second variant of flow stress is a user subroutine according to the developed IVM (section 2.1) with parameters presented in section 2.4 ( Table 2) .
Some examples of temperature and strain distribution on the surface and cross-section of the specimen are presented in Fig. 1 . Examples of compression forces measured and calculated by two methods are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . Table representation of flow stress with nonlinear interpolation is marked as "interpolation;" results obtained with use IVM subroutine is marked as "calculated." Simulation results for variants under the constant deformation condition (Fig. 2) do not show significant differences with small advantage of table form of flow stress. Actually, overall error is the sum of errors appearing in all sequences from measured to calculated force. This sequence is shorter in the case of the table than for the analytical model. Some inaccuracy is connected with measurements, others with the process and natural variations of material properties. In addition to this, there are some sources of common errors of these two methods. The first error appears in calculation of flow stress on the data of compressive force and strain on the data of displacements. It depends on accuracy of consideration of deformation conditions. Here, we rely on program code delivered by Dynamic Systems Inc. with the thermomechanical simulator Gleeble-3800. Then, strain-stress curves are smoothed by data filtering, and strain rate is calculated so that only 30 to 100 points remain on each curve for use in the table or in the models. This eliminates errors of high frequency and smooth oscillations appearing in equipment during deformation with high strain rate (over 20 s −1 ). Effect of smoothing can be observed in Fig. 2b .
Next common error connects with conditions of simulation: heat transfer, torque, tool velocity, and other. An additional error in the table method depends on interpolation of the deformation conditions that may be different from those written in the table (different temperature, strain, strain rate). That error is very small because the modeling process is simulated in a condition very close to the condition for which table data were received. When models are used for flow stress calculations, two additional errors appear. The first one depends on model properties, i.e., model adequacy, ability for proper description, and consideration factors effecting on the final results. The second error is the model identification error appearing when model parameters are defined with insufficient accuracy. Thus, for the same test conditions as in experimental study, the table representation should provide the same values of the flow stress and consequently compressive force. Such coincidence is guaranteed because the simulation is based on interpolation of experimental data. Using any kind of material models gives us the results less (Fig. 2a) or more (Fig. 2b) close to experiment because the models provide approximation, but not interpolation of experimental data.
Other results are obtained when deformation conditions are changed. Then, IVM reflects force better than the table (Fig. 3) . Instant changes of strain rate lead to instant drop of compression force when the table is used for flow stress calculation, while force calculated by IVM demonstrates smooth changes that are more close to the measured force. It shows advantage of IVM for varying deformation condition in comparison with the most effective SVM (i.e., table with interpolation), which could not consider varying deformation conditions. Therefore, IVM is more effective for such conditions.
Three models described in previous section were studied by simulation by commercial FEM code QForm7, and results are presented in this section. Finite element code QForm 7 provides simulation of large deformation either in rigidplastic or in elastic-visco-plastic formulation using triangle (2D) of tetrahedral (3D) elements. Deformation of the tools can be calculated concurrently with the material flow as a coupled problem. More details can be found elsewhere [29, 30] . Simple functions for flow stress were applied as well but these functions gave significantly worse results. The table interpolation method demonstrates very close results to the ones obtained by Forge 2005 for the same conditions.
In the case of models comparison, all errors connected with flow stress, strain and strain rate calculation, data filtering, models parameters identifications, and simulation conditions are the same. Only errors connected with the model's structure and properties are different, and this difference was analyzed in paper [16] , where flow stress was compared for three models. It is analyzed below.
Some results are presented in Fig. 4 . Simulation results of the first variant with linear decrease of the strain rate from 1 to 0.1 s −1 at the strain 0.01 are presented in Fig. 4a . Here, the force calculated by the IVM is very close to the real forces obtained in plastometric tests. The force calculated by SVM drops much faster. Transition period can be seen in real process and simulation with IVM also when strain rate increases (Fig. 4b ).
The modified model (mSVM) is tested on the same experimental data. Examples of a comparison SVM and mSVM are presented in Fig. 5 . Flow stresses for a central point of the specimen from experimental data are presented by the lines with symbols, SVM curves are dashed lines, while the results of the mSVM are shown by continues lines. The modified model gives results which are closer to the experiments than the original model. The weighted average normalized error equals 3.2 % for original SVM and 2.55 % for mSVM, which is very close to the error (2.41 %) for IVM. Though, the weighted average normalized error is calculated for all curves with constant and varying condition, as well as transition period is only a small part of the entire process. This error does not fully reflect the difference in the transition process.
The results of FEM simulation by QForm7 show the advantage of IVM (and partly mSVM) for varying deformation condition in comparison with simple SVM, which could not consider such conditions. Therefore, IVM is more effective for varying conditions.
Forging process modeling
Analysis of model behavior in the simple process of axial compression test gives some difference only during short transient time when strain rate is changed. When deformation conditions are constant, the differences in simulation results by different models cannot be observed at all. The compression test is carried out in an idealized way, which provides maximal possible uniform deformation. It allows for obtaining reliable results for model identification, but real processes differ by non-uniformed deformation and varying conditions. Changes in different locations during the processes occur not simultaneously. Processes more complex than axial compression test must be simulated to determine how significant the effect of varying conditions can be.
Forging process on 85 MN press was chosen as an example for analysis of models behavior. FEM simulations were carried out with use of QForm7. Cylindrical workpiece was forged in closed dies of a complex shape. Axisymmetric process allows applying two-dimensional calculations. Initial temperature of workpiece was 1200°C. Simulation results obtained with use of IVM, SVM, and mSVM described above are presented in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. Effective stress distributions for five moments of the one-stage forging process are shown in Fig. 6 . The modeled process is characterized by a very high non-uniform deformation and, as a result, non-uniform stress. Here, five points located in different places are presented as well. Changes of flow stress in three points during the forging process are drawn in Figs. 7 and 8 . The highest stress is observed for the point located at the bottom of piece, which come into contact with the bottom tool at the beginning of the process, while the lowest stress for almost the entire process remained in the center of the piece, near the axis.
Forging force obtained by the three models is almost the same for entire process (Fig. 6) ; some difference can be observed only at the end of the process. However, significant differences can be seen in effective stress distribution. No control points demonstrate the same changes of the stress for the different models. Sometimes, the differences are small and last only for a short time. For example (Fig. 8a) , at the point 1, less stress is obtained for SVM model at the end of the process. At the same time, at point 0, stress for mSVM remains at the same level, while for SVM, two steps in stress can be observed. The most difference was seen at point 3 ( Fig. 8b) at the bottom part of the workpiece near the bottom tool. SVM demonstrates significant decrease of the effective stress when the point approaches the tool and strain rate drops almost to 0. Then, when material begins slides along the tool, stress arises again. mSVM for the same point at the same time shows only small reduction of the stress, because dynamic softening requires additional strain, which is very small because of low strain rate. The differences should affect the metal flow and the final shape.
The simulation results for the forging process confirmed that the developed model can be used for simulation not only of simple compression but also the more complex forming processes. Model can be also implemented into the commercial FEM codes. The IVM or mSVM can improve the accuracy of calculations and should be used for more precise modeling. However, those wishing to use the models in FEM simulations should remember that the models require additional variables in every element (or integration points) that require more memory and can limit the number of elements as well as increase the time required for calculations. 
Summary
The effectiveness of internal variables modeled in varying deformation conditions is discussed in the paper. Different models and methods were implemented into different FEM codes for confirmation of their effectiveness. Internal variables models are represented by the original model [16] and by the modified state variables model, which receives properties of IVM with introduction of the three internal variables [14] . State variables models (SVM) are represented by the Sellars-Davenport model, table method with nonlinear interpolation and others. The effectiveness was evaluated by comparing results of FEM simulations with measurements carried out on thermomechanical simulator GLEEBLE 3800. Compressive force and flow stress were compared. Table with interpolation demonstrates the best results when constant deformation conditions are maintained, especially the same as in plastometric tests. But SVMs are unable to take into account varying deformation conditions properly. IVMs are more effective when deformation conditions are changing, especially very fast. The changes of the deformation conditions occur continuously in various areas of the deformed body and with different intensity. In such situations, only the internal variable model with proper reaction on changed conditions is able to predict the mechanical response of the deformed body. 
